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Quiz:  Coronavirus Overreach 

 Directions:  Select the answer that best completes the sentence. 

1)  Coronavirus-related mandated shutdown efforts have included all of the following except 

_______________________. 

A) monitoring people and making announcements via drones  
B) allowing people to gather at public parks 
C) declaring protests a non-essential activity 
D) prohibiting all public gatherings  

 

2)  Many people protested state lockdown orders because _______________________. 

A) people’s constitutional protections do not apply to state government regulations 
B) the Constitution gives all Americans the right to free speech 
C) the Constitution protects people’s right to peaceably assemble 
D) the Constitution specifically allows governors to impose martial law if they believe it necessary 

 

3)  Michigan’s governor mandated that “big box stores” _______________________. 

A) stop selling plants and gardening supplies, carpets and flooring, and paint 
B) could sell whatever items they had, but had to limit how many items people could purchase  
C) would be allowed to sell nutritious food, but “junk food” could not be sold 
D) were non-essential and had to close, just like other smaller stores throughout the state 

 

4) Sweden’s approach to the coronavirus pandemic was to _______________________. 

A) close schools and borders immediately, unlike the United States 
B) mandate that only older, vulnerable people had to stay home 
C) provide vaccines to its citizens 
D) do very little and let people get the disease to build immunity in its citizens  
 

5) The main idea of this video is that _______________________.  

A) governors need more power to protect citizens of their states 
B) many elected officials have imposed impractical rules in their attempt to keep us safe  
C) people’s rights are being violated and they should not comply with edicts from governors 
D) constitutional rights don’t mean much if you’re dead  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Coronavirus Overreach – Answer Key: 

1.  B 

2.  C 

3.  A 

4.  D 

5.  B 


